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Relative
Importance (%)* Dec-09 Nov-09 Dec-08

Calgary: All-items 100 (0.1) 0.1 3.2
Calgary: All-items excluding food and energy 75.2 0.8 (3.9) 2.1
      Food 15.5 4.8 5.4 3.2
      Shelter 27.7 (2.5) (1.7) 7.7
        Owned accommodation 17.9 0.5 1.0 6.8
        Water, fuel and electricity 5.6 (18.5) (16.2) 13.5
      Household operations, furnishing and equipment 11.4 2.8 2.7 0.5
      Clothing and footwear 5.2 0.4 0.1 (2.6)
      Transportation 19.5 (4.9) (5.5) 1.7
        Gasoline 4.5 (19.9) (22.6) 12.7
      Health and personal care 4.5 4.5 4.1 2.1
      Recreation, education and reading 12.9 1.0 0.8 0.3
      Alcoholic beverages and tobacco products 3.3 3.7 3.6 3.2
Alberta: All-items 100 (0.1) 0.0 3.2
Alberta: All-items excluding food and energy 75.2 1.4 1.5 2.1
Canada: All-items 100 0.3 0.3 2.4
Canada: All-items excluding food and energy 73.6 1.8 1.2 1.2
Source: Statistics Canada, Corporate Economics, January 2010
* 2005 CPI basket weights at April 2007 prices, Alberta and Canada, effective May 2007

Inflation Rates
(12-Month-Moving-Average or average inflation rate for the past 12 months)

CPI Continuing an Increasing Trend in December 2009
Gasoline prices exerting upward pressure on CPI 

Canada’s headline CPI continued to climb in December 2009, 
compared to December 2008. Consumer price indexes increased by 
1.3 per cent in Canada, 0.6 per cent in Alberta, and 0.2 per cent in 
Calgary compared to a year ago. The main reason for the rise is the 
increase in gasoline prices, which are now exerting upward pressure 
on the CPI after an extended period in which they were the main 
contributors to year-over-year deflation in 2009. The annual inflation 
rate for Calgary was -0.1 per cent in 2009, down from 3.2 per cent in 
2008.

CPI heading back to BoC target inflation rate

With the end of the economic recession, inflation is back on the radar 
screen. Within the eight CPI categories in Canada, six registered 
price increases, including food; transportation; household operations, 
furnishings and equipment; health and personal care; recreation, 
education and reading; alcoholic beverages and tobacco products. 
The only two exceptions were shelter and clothing and footwear. The 
upward price pressures are driving the CPI both in Canada and in 
Calgary to head from deflation back to the Bank of Canada (BoC)
target level at 2%. However, it is expected that this ascent will be 

limited by excess capacity prevailing in the Canadian economy and 
a strong Canadian dollar, which will keep the year-over-year core 
inflation rate below or close to the BoC target.  

Major contributors to Calgary’s 12-month moving average 
inflation

Shelter: The 2.5 per cent decrease in shelter costs in December offset 
0.7 per cent of Calgary’s overall inflation. The decline in shelter costs 
was primarily caused by the continuing price decreases in natural gas 
(-30.3%) and mortgage interest costs, which was somewhat offset by 
the increasing homeowners’ maintenance and repairs costs.

Food: Food prices increase by 4.8 per cent in December, following 
a 5.4 per cent increase in November. The total contribution of food 
prices to Calgary’s overall inflation in December was 0.7 per cent.

Transportation: Transportation prices decreased by 4.9 per cent in 
December 2009, which offset by 1.0 per cent the overall inflation rate 
in Calgary. The downward pressure was majorly caused by gasoline 
price which dropped by 19.9 per cent at the 12-month moving average 
level.

Next release:  February 18, 2010
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Who We Are
Over the past ten years Corporate Economics has researched 
dozens of economic topics and developed reliable methods of 
forecasting and analysis. Monitoring economic trends allows 
us to develop unique insights on how external events are 
impacting the local economy and the Municipal Corporation. 
We provide services in four areas: forecasting, information 
provision, consulting and policy analysis.

For more information, please contact: 
Wendy Fan at 403.268.8690 or  
wenhui.fan@calgary.ca.  

Many of our publications are available on the  
internet at www.calgary.ca/economy.

Corporate Research Analyst: Estella Chan    Source: Statistics Canada

The City of Calgary provides this information in good 
faith. However, the aforementioned organization makes no 
representation, warranty or condition, statutory express or 
implied, takes no responsibility for any errors and omissions 
which may contained herein and accepts no liability for any 
loss arising from any use or reliance on this report.
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Calgary’s Quarterly Economic Outlook

Q
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Th e forecast risks have steadily increased, since the August 
publication of the 2008 Socio-economic outlook, as economic 
activity in both the developed and emerging countries have 
continued to contract and these changes have combined to 
signifi cantly reduce aggregate demand and cause commodity 

prices to fall below the bottom of our forecast range1. Th e 
steep reduction of oil prices has signifi cant economic and 
fi nancial implications for resource based economies such as 
Alberta.

Forecast

materials to produce goods and services.  Also, the demand for building 
materials for urban development areas and the associated infrastructure 
from the emerging world should fall from previous periods.  Th e 
economic recession in the US would reduce the demand for commodities.  
Consequently, world markets would experience price defl ation for 
commodities but international demand for mobile labor would decrease 
making it possible for Canada to import a greater share to secure future 
economic growth in the face of an ageing population.”  Current events 
have caused us to make that low scenario our new base case.

1  During 2008, Corporate Economics was requested on two separate 
occasions to prepare economic scenarios for the Calgary economy. Th ese 
scenarios were driven by diff erent oil price assumptions. Th e conclusion 
from both projects was that the risk to a base case forecast was heavily 
weighted towards the low scenario. In our low case scenario it was 
stated that, “Th e emerging world experiences negative rates of growth.  
Similarly, the developed world experiences a sharp contraction in output 
growth.  Th e recession in the US is deeper than expected and its demand 
for exports from the rest of the world is sharply reduced…. Negative rates 
of economic growth should result in reduction in the demand for raw 

EXECUTIVE BRIEFING Commentary on Calgary’s statistics for the month of DECEMBER 2008

THE CITY OF CALGARY January 28, 2009 | Corporate Economics | For inquires call Patrick Walters: 403-268-1335

Why the corporation should care?

Money offered by Federal Budget to build certain infrastructure is badly needed in Calgary (i.e. 
social housing). It also provides a great economic opportunity at the time of crisis.  

The problem is that it has also double whammy effect on the municipal fi nances. The cites have 
to shuffl e previously accepted decisions about capital spending and go deeper into debt (to much 
the offer).

Hot Topics

The information in this report is generally of a forecast nature. The City of Calgary 
accepts no liability.

Global crisis – saga continues
The distinct characteristics of this crisis are: speed of changes and lack of reliable  
information.

Many countries around the world experience recession; for example European Union, and  
Russia.  In relatively good condition are countries with less developed banking system where 
the ‘new-fi nancial-instruments’ related to the U.S. sub-prime mortgages were absent. 

The world is very inter-connected and countries such as China and India are also affected. 

The one leading indicator for the global economy that is believed to be a reliable index of  
change, free of manipulation, is the Baltic Dry Index (BDI). It measures the demand versus 
the supply of dry bulk carriers. In short: “People don’t book freighters unless they have 
cargo to move.”  This indicator slid dramatically since mid July 2008 and stayed at below 
1,000-level for the last three months. 

Canada & Alberta
The good news is that the budget proposed by Harper’s government was passed and the 
political impasse in Canada was solved. The 2009 Federal Budget made commitments to large 
municipalities such as:

$4 Billion over 2 years for rehabilitation projects,  

$1 Billion Green Infrastructure Fund, no details on this yet,  

$500 million over 2 years for recreational infrastructure on a 50/50 cost sharing basis,  

$2 billion gas tax transfer to municipalities is made permanent,  

up to $500 million for Public Transit Infrastructure (mostly already allocated to Toronto,  
Montreal and Vancouver) and 

$400 million for Police recruitment  

Baltic Dry Index (BDI) 
Jan 2008-Jan 2009
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Source: The Baltic Exchange, Corporate Economics

Forecasting Canada’s Growth

The Federal Budget The Conference Board of Canada International Monetary Fund

0.9% 0.5% 1.2%

2.4% 3.6% 1.6%

Energy Market Update

Corporate Economics

January 29, 2009
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